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Extended Abstract

The United States government has an avowed interest in protecting individuals’ liberties and
shielding them from identity theft, financial fraud, and other painful outcomes caused by the
irresponsible actions of others. Data breaches impact all of these tenets, leaving people
vulnerable to social and monetary harms.
The prevalence and impact of data breaches have continued to grow over the last decade. Most
recently, an attack at Equifax compromised the Social Security numbers and credit data of 143
million Americans. A 2013 attack at Target affected 110 million credit cards, despite the
company being in compliance with industry cybersecurity standards. Another 2013 attack at
Yahoo compromised names, email addresses, and more for all 3 billion of its user accounts.
The full magnitude of the Yahoo breach was only publicly revealed in October 2017, years after
it happened and too late for people to take remedial action to secure other accounts. Incidents
in 2015 at the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and infamous dating website Ashley
Madison exposed, respectively, security clearance forms for prospective and current
government employees and credit card and user account information for a sensitive service.
Our research extrapolates lessons from a number of recent notorious incidents, using the
knowledge to inform novel policy that both synthesizes prior legislation, expands the categories
of covered entity and personal data, and introduces new ideas to incentivize data breach
prevention.
More specifically, this paper examines the current shortcomings of existing data breach laws in
the United States and provides a holistic approach to data breach policy that includes pre- and
post-breach requirements for prevention and response in addition to tailored notification
regulations. We
  argue it is insufficient to assume that voluntary security measures an
organization undertakes to protect personal information will be enough to completely eliminate
the possibility of a data breach. Thus, it is imperative that companies, government agencies,
and all data handlers are prepared to investigate, contain, and respond to a breach when it
occurs.

Problems With Current Market and Regulatory Regimes
There are immense financial costs from a breach to the data handler. They may endure
customer churn, lost intellectual property and competitive advantage, and internal organizational
shakeups and must pay steep fees for cybersecurity, legal, and public relations experts. Given
these costs, economics dictates that companies will invest in preventative security to reduce the
risk of a data breach—why is federal regulation necessary at all if the private market can correct
insecure practices?
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Although there may be some market pressures that penalize insecure organizations and reward
those with good data protection practices, they do not apply to information brokers (e.g.
Equifax), government agencies, or nonprofits—despite extensive use by these groups of
personal data. Furthermore, without a requirement to notify the public of a breach, organizations
will hide cyber incidents to avoid financial and reputational harm. The market cannot punish
insecure companies and reward proactive ones if it does not have an accurate picture of how
many incidents each experiences. Thus, even if there is some positive balancing effect from
customer churn and exorbitant costs, federal regulation is needed to ensure that breaches are
adequately reported and publicized.

The efficacy of existing data breach laws is limited by failure to address the root causes of
security breaches, lack of enforcement and citizen recourse, and their narrow, state-based
scope. Existing laws focus singularly on notifying consumers when unencrypted personal
information has been accessed by an unauthorized third party instead of incentivizing strong
security practices to begin. This solely reactive approach is outdated; it cannot address the
growing complexity, scale, and severity of personal data breaches. Furthermore, each state has
passed its own data breach notification law. While they are similar in overarching policy, the
differences in details form a confusing regulatory regime. If rules do not overlap exactly,
organizations must comb through each state’s legal code to determine precisely what counts as
personal data and what breach notification, if any, is required.
Most states drew inspiration from California’s S.B. 1386, which was the first of such legislation
and the basis for similar laws in other states. However, because California’s legislation was
rooted in preventing identity theft, it was limited in purview to businesses and identification or
financial account data. While its definition of personal data was adequate in the early 2000s
when S.B. 1386 was enacted, we see with the OPM and Ashley Madison hacks that serious
harm can arise even when breached data is not purely financial.
Studies have shown that notification laws decrease identity theft caused by data breaches by
6.1% (Romanosky et al. 256), yet the messy patchwork of state-by-state legislation poses a
significant administrative burden for companies (Peters 1171). Additionally, state data breach
laws can, and do, quietly change at any time. As has come to light with Equifax (Oversight of
the Equifax Data Breach, 2017), some organizations may choose to remain willfully uninformed
and hope their lack of compliance goes undiscovered. According to a vice president at
CompTIA, the costs data handlers face provide "no additional protection for consumers" (“What
Are the Elements of Sound Data Breach Legislation?” § 530-533) since each state implements
different requirements and definitions. Individuals, once notified, can take informed steps to
protect their finances and credit. under the current regime, they face an uphill battle if they want
to bring a civil suit against the potentially negligent organization (Peters 1175). Therefore, a
federal regulatory solution is required that applies notification requirements across all types of
personal data and organizations.
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A Future Liability and Notification Scheme
Our proposal presents a federal standard for data breaches in the United States. Timely and
clear notification to affected persons remains a key element, but we advocate for two
enhancements to the current notification scheme: a tiered notification standard and a new
requirement for data handlers to provide regulatory authorities with a detailed action plan to
follow in the event of a breach. The technical complexities of investigating a data breach
necessitate a tiered notification policy that considers the type of data stolen and the scale and
cause of the compromise when setting notification manner and timeline.
Each covered entity must submit a Data Breach Action Plan to the Federal Trade Commission
to follow in the event of a data breach. The document must include the timeline within which
notification will be made to consumers, type of data the organization handles, and potential
actions for consumers to mitigate harms or seek damages. See Appendix I for a mock-up of a
breach notice. Organizations must also have procedures in place to notify individuals whose
data has been compromised according to the Action Plan’s proposed notification strategy.
We take a slightly different tack than many state notification laws. In addition to requirements
about accountability, notification deadlines, formats, and contents, our legislation aims to
mitigate the worst effects of breaches before they occur. This is done first by forcing data
handlers to regularly review their security and risk management strategies when they prepare
and update their Data Breach Action Plans and second, via cybersecurity recommendations for
specific tools, checks, or strategies. We are not aiming for a checklist: security is asset-based
and evolves, so attempts to prescribe one-size-fits-all standards may actually desensitize
organizations to certain risks.
Both of these protocols encourage organizations to evaluate their data landscape, assess the
risks posed by their current security posture and think realistically about the aftermath of an
incident, and take steps to improve their cybersecurity preparedness.

Regulatory Requirements and Authorities

To give these laws teeth, we advocate the expansion of the FTC’s authority by defining a
violation of our proposal as an unfair or deceptive act under the FTC’s jurisdiction (“Data
Security and Breach Notification Legislation: Selected Legal Issues”). This would allow it to
investigate, levy fines, or enter consent decrees with organizations who do not comply. We also
provide a framework for civil statutory damages at a per-breached-record level and aim to
resolve some of the legal uncertainty surrounding standing and jurisdiction for individuals that
wish to pursue recourse through the courts.
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It is important for issues of consumer protection and national security that the regulatory agency
is aware of unfolding breaches. Holding organizations to the standard they set incentivizes them
to keep their breach response plan thorough and up-to-date.
Therefore, following discovery of a breach, we require covered entities to:
● Immediately notify the regulatory authority. The body will not publicly disclose the event
and will, in consultation with relevant agencies, make determinations about whether
consumer notification must be delayed for reasons of national security.
● Adhere to their filed breach response plan, keeping the authorities aware of major
deviations.
We believe that the combination of these best practices, transparency efforts, and regulatory
frameworks will benefit individuals and data handlers alike by decreasing the incidence of data
breaches and empowering affected bodies to act swiftly in response.
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Appendix I: Model Data Breach Notification
This appendix contains a model data breach notification form which follows the guidelines in our
full paper.
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Appendix II: Compliance Information Sheet
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